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ntJoin

Flexible usage

- Scaffolding using one (or more) references
- Uses minimizer graph approach for fast,

lightweight, and scalable scaffolding

Minimizer sketches

Target
Draft assembly
Short read assembly
Draft assembly

- Reduce computational cost of sequence data storage and
w = window size
k = length of substring

Reference
Reference-grade genome
Long read assembly
Assembly from related species

Scaffolding a short read assembly with a draft long read assembly
Target
assembly
Reference

1
manipulation

For each window of w adjacent k-mers:
- Compute hash value of each k-mer
- Window’s minimizer = smallest hash value
Generates ordered list of minimizers per sequence

ABySS (NA12878 short reads)
Shasta (NA12878 nanopore reads)

- Achieves contiguity of a long read assembly
and the base quality of the short read assembly

Method
Scaffolding a draft assembly with an assembly from a related species
Approximate divergence between
crocodile and alligator species:
80 million years
Target
assemblies

Saltwater crocodile
(Crocodylus porosus)
Gharial crocodile
(Gavialis gangeticus)

Reference

American alligator
(Alligator mississippiensis)

Conclusions
ntJoin:
- Produces high-quality assemblies with minimizer graph-based scaffolding quickly and efficiently
- Numerous different applications, including hybrid assembly and population genomics studies
- Recently published: Coombe, L., et al. (2020) Bioinformatics: doi:10.1093/bioinformatics/btaa253
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